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I was literally boiling. The car was an oven. A sticky, 

prickly oven with too many people and not 

enough air vents. Three of us, a cool box and an 

inflatable flamingo squished onto the back seat. I 

kept telling myself to think of the reward at the end 

of the motorway. My parents kept telling us to stop 

squabbling. I kept restating my innocence; it was 

all my juvenile brothers arguing over comics. I 

begrudgingly tolerated them until satisfying 

separation at the beach.  
 

The Sunday outing was our church. We would 

sweat away our sins as we crawled the twenty-five 

miles along the motorway every summer weekend for the sweet relief of sea air, sandy 

sandwiches and a daring dip in the English Channel. Yet it was more than leisure for me: it 

was a pilgrimage. My weekly opportunity to see Him. My one true love. My vision in red 

board shorts and a floppy curtain haircut.  
 

I was literally dying. Life was in the balance. Dad threatened to turn the car around. Bumper 

to bumper. Minutes to hours. Dad’s face was redder than the Sunday he fell asleep and 

Mum decided not to tell him. Cupid must’ve pulled some strings because at the next 

junction, we made it into third gear and Dad agreed to continue on. I sent good thoughts 

through the ether to my beloved: I was on my way.  
 

After a record two-hour journey, we were ready to gladly ignore each other. Mum spritzed 

on her baking oil and fell asleep. Dad studied the Sunday papers. The boys started digging 

The Big Hole. I couldn’t wait any longer. I had to be near my love. The walk to the toilet block 

would take me past him. Picking my way past trampled sandcastles and towels laid out with 

smouldering human flesh, my stomach churned. My cheeks flushed at the thought of him. He 

would see me. Smile. I would smile back. He would fall in love, forever. It was definitely going 

to happen that day.  
 

I was literally melting. The sand was burning my urban toes. I wished Mum had bought me 

those jelly shoes. Just past a windbreak fort, he came into view. Lounging against the 

wooden dinghies for hire, he was a bronzed, teenage god. The heat didn’t bother his feet, 

his beautiful tanned feet with perfect toes. I was staring. Mesmerised. I kept walking to save 

my feet, but my eyes were fixed on my dearest. He hadn’t seen me yet, but he would – any 

moment.  
 

Damned distraction arrived. A family renting a boat. Business first; I loved that he was helping 

customers as well and earning his own wages, even as a youth. He would be a wonderful 

  In 

            Heat 
By Katie Isham 

Katie Isham is a writer, teacher, drummer and mild adventurer. She 

believes kindness is a superpower. She writes a travel blog that is 

currently somewhat static. Her words can also be found in Dear 

Damsels, The Daily Drunk Mag, Funny Pearls and The Shrew Satire. 

You will find her in the south of England hanging out with dogs or 

eating cake. Sometimes simultaneously.  
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husband. After working all day, we would take the boats out ourselves for a romantic moonlit 

sailing. My daydreams were interrupted by an ice cream, fallen from grace on the sand. I 

had to tear my eyes away from the object of my affections to inspect the goo that was now 

squidging between my toes. Fortunately, he was too busy to notice my predicament. 

Although it could’ve been a charming beginning to our love affair: a hilarious story to tell the 

grandkids where he scooped me up with his flexing biceps and carried me to the surf to 

lovingly bathe my feet. Instead I limped to the trickling tap by the dog waste bin to deal with 

the situation myself.  
 

I was literally about to explode. Returning from the toilets, I walked along the shoreline. Less 

obstructions. I had to give him the best chance to see me and fall so deeply in love that the 

poor soul might never be the same again. The anticipation was too much for me; my earlier 

chips were in danger of reappearing.  
 

And then it happened. He glanced my way. Just for a second. Our eyes locked. My skin 

crackled with fire. His mouth curled up on the right corner and his eyes crinkled. It could’ve 

been the blazing sun, but more likely the moment cupid’s arrow pierced his heart. His smile 

was such a sight that it should have been recorded for scientific study as the perfect 

expression of beauty. I flashed red. A rogue wave caught me off guard and soaked the 

bottom of my culottes. I averted my eyes from his gaze to maintain my alluring mystery and 

splashed back to our base camp.  
 

I was literally heartbroken. Rug rolled up. Clammy t-shirts back on. We were leaving. So soon. 

Others stayed on the beach. I longed to be part of their family. To be understood. Mum said 

we had to get back to finish homework for school tomorrow. I couldn’t believe she would let 

such a trivial thing come between me and my destiny. How could she understand? She’d 

never felt the flaming passions like I felt towards my love.  
 

Huffing and scowling, I trudged up the hill to the free parking and back to the greenhouse 

on wheels. Windows down with Dad wailing along to the Top 40 chart rundown. Bryan 

Adams was still there, and articulating my feelings perfectly. ‘I’d walk the fire for you.’ I may 

not have had a fire to walk, but I’d endure a metal torture chamber with family members 

from other planets for a large portion of the weekend for a mere glimpse of him. I stared 

forlornly out the window to send my sentiments on the hazy breeze to my beautiful beau by 

the boats. My soggy, sandy towel wrapped around me to cool my burning desires. Maybe 

next week I would say hi.  
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If lovers were made of dreams 

I’d break you into parts 

I’d learn how your body works 

I’d palpate your heart 

I’d check it was beating 

in time with mine 

I’d turn your body inside out 

I’d analyse your mind 

I’d whisper sweet nothings 

into your ear 

I’d watch them fly and flutter   

before they disappeared 

I’d plant a kiss on your lips 

you’d savour the taste 

If lovers were made of dreams and parts 

you couldn’t be replaced 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Lisa Mary Armstrong lives in South Lanarkshire with her 

children.  She tutors law and researches women and 

children's experiences of the criminal justice system.  In 

what's left of her spare time she likes writing poetry and 

fiction, drinking tea and tinkering with her piano. 

  If 

         were 

made of dreams 
 

By Lisa Mary Armstrong 
and parts 
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to be frank: 

 

this is a totally new celebrity crush that i didn’t even know that i had until just about 20 mins 

ago lol. 

 

but ever since then i find it nearly impossible to control myself, especially 

 

when snoop opens up his guesthouse fridge and casually says 

 

we keep it gangster in here. we got popsicles! 

 

like, can you imagine the confidence it takes to utter that phrase on national tv while looking 

so suave af? 

 

i might be grossly miscalculating, but i’m not sure if anyone besides the godfather of weed 

himself could pull that off without a hitch. 

 

honestly, i’m a simple man with simple desires, but i know for a fact that i would be content 

for the rest of my life 

 

just playing 1-on-1 b-ball 

 

with snoop 

 

on his giant lakers court, swishing corner threes 

 

chilling--talking crap, 

 

until we’re too hot and sweaty from the so-cal heat. 

 

that’s really all i want. that and a ps5. hope you understand one day. 

           THIS MIGHT COME ACROSS AS A BIT 

DRAMATIC BUT MY HEART LITERALLY GOES 

               BOOM BOOM FOR SNOOP DOGG 

WHENEVER I WATCH HIM IN HIS MTV CRIBS 

EPISODE AND I’M NOT AFRAID TO ADMIT IT 
             By Shawn Berman 

Shawn Berman runs The Daily Drunk. He once ate 

100 spicy chicken wings on a dare. It was a terrible 

decision. He tweets a lot about Adam 

Sandler @sbb_writer. 
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i walk to the water 

stare down the sky until it fades pink, red, gray tinted by city lights  

skyline, rustling waves, gentle 

i press the button for the crosswalk and a voice says wait  

 

we laugh in the backyard over drinks 

sit too far apart on the sofa and tap knees under the table  

hugs, two rounds, in the doorway 

i turn the key in the ignition and a voice says wait 

 

we live on the internet  

wish goodnight across the mountains and across the lakes 

every evening, screens, smiles 

the connection is blurry and the days say wait  

 

you make coffee 

bring cream to the bedroom so i can pour it myself   

warm blankets, sunbeams, mugs 

our voices say I love you and this is the most ridiculous thing that’s ever happened to me 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

             
By Maggie Petrella 

Maggie Petrella (she/her) is a poet based in Buffalo, New York. She 

has been making noise for 25 years but is still finding her voice. Her 

poetry has appeared in Detritus Online, dreams walking, The Daily 

Drunk Mag, and Back Patio Press. She tweets @maggie_425. 
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100 gecs, “ringtone”  

 

Feeling a loud fifteen again,  

running you through my head  

to every song that comes on shuffle, 

 

sprawling on my unmade bed  

staring at my phone, pulse carrying me away  

like it’s an 80s movie and I just got my own landline,  

slipped my number right through the vent of your locker.  

 

Two songs ago you were picking me up 

to drive the dirt road to the lake,  

forever-long summer,  

hair tangled in the wind and hand on my knee. 

 

One song ago we were slow dancing  

circles around each other in a school gym,  

prom after closing,  

deflated balloons and dark blue reverb. 

 

I’m trying to decide where we are now, 

somewhere crowded where we can kiss alone,  

a suburban house party,  

a friend’s basement show  

 

I must send a signal through the 5G -  

the music cuts out and my heart kicks in  

and oh my god,  

I throw my phone across the room, 

chase right after it, flying.  
 

 

 

  This Poem 

     Tastes Like 
 

 

By Meredith Phipps 

Meredith Phipps (she/her) is a current undergraduate student at 

Barnard College where she studies English and works as a Writing 

Fellow. She bounces back and forth between Manhattan and 

northern Indiana. She has current or upcoming work in The 

Augment Review, The Daily Drunk, and Northern Otter, among 

others. (twitter: @merzi1999) 
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I was walking down the Boulevard Saint-Michel on a breezy fall afternoon, watching a 

couple make out. As I got closer to the romantically entwined, a flash of black wing 

intercepted. Two nuns had turned a corner and were headed toward the lip-locked. I 

clutched my shopping bag with its bottle of Beaujolais Nouveau. The nuns passed 

dangerously close to the offending duo, coifs and wimples swiveled in their direction. The 

couple parted, rattan Parisian bistro chairs scraping the sidewalk, hands wildly adjusting 

clothing and wiping lipstick. In unison, habits turned forward, and the nuns resumed their 

relentless march, black robes whipping in the wind. As soon as they passed, the couple 

embraced, their kiss stronger and more delicious than ever. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

     Interrupted 
By Jennifer Shneiderman 

Jennifer Shneiderman is a writer and a Licensed Clinical 

Social Worker living in Los Angeles. Her work has appeared, 

or is forthcoming, in Indolent Book’s HIV Here and Now, The 

Rubbertop Review, Writers Resist, Variant Literature, Bright 

Flash Literary Review, Trouvaille Review, Montana Mouthful, 

the Daily Drunk, Sybil Journal, Unique Poetry, Anti-Heroin 

Chic, Terror House, Thirteen Myna Birds, Potato Soup Journal, 

Awakened Voices, GreenPrints, Prospectus, Autumn Sky 

Poetry Daily, The Perch, Planet Scumm, Angel City Review, 

Brown Bag Online, Nanoism and Kingz Daily. She was the 

recipient of an Honorable Mention in the 2020 Laura Riding 

Jackson poetry competition. 
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“There,” she says and points out into the waves. 

“I knew we would see them.” 

I follow her motion-- 

Glimpse the dark fins breaking the water. 

  

“Aren’t they beautiful?”  

My gaze shifts with the word, my concentration captured by her upraised arm. 

White skin lightly dotted with blushing kisses. 

She is, more than she will ever believe. 

  

My gaze moves up to her face as she steps closer to the edge of the dock.   

Her delight is infectious, her smile like the rising sun, heats me body and soul 

  

“I wish,” she says as she sits on the edge of the wooden beams 

“I wish we could touch one.” 

I drop down beside her, rest my hand on her dangling leg-- 

Look out again to see the sleek forms pushing into the waves. 

  

“So beautiful,”  

I pull her close as we stare, the dolphins play, their chittering timed with my fluttering heart. 

The water cascades, curls of sunlight tickle my cheek-- 

Her essence, natural and free as the forms frolicking below.  

  

My heart slips under her waters as she pulls me further into her embrace. 

“This place is heaven,” she says.  This place is heaven.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

     In the York 

River 
     By Buck Weiss 

Buck Weiss (he/him) is a writer and American Literature professor 

who lives in Chattanooga, TN. His poems appear in the anthology, 

Mansions (Dancing Girl Press), Invisible Bear, and The TYCA_SE 

Journal. He is also the author of the graphic novel, Son Chasers: 

Hitler's America (Pilot Studios).  
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Now that I’ve found love  

I look at couples without envy, 

attuned to the new energy  

of a freshly-formed pair. 
 

This twosome moseying towards me  

keep their noses parallel, 

their dewey eyes still too shy  

to impose upon each other. 
 

In their fingers, interlocked, I see  

a rough sketch of my marriage — 

the dots we’ve since connected — 

 

but to them this holding of hands  

has the frisson of children shocked 

at finally tying their own shoes, 
 

an inkling of mission accomplished, perchance, 

as they gently swing them back and forth  

to see what they might do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Match, 

      
By Shane Schick 

Shane Schick's poems have been published in literary 

journals across Canada, the U.S., the U.K. and Africa. He is 

the founder of a publicdation about customer experience 

designed called 360 Magazine. He lives in Toronto. More: 

shaneschick.com/poetry Twitter: @ShaneSchick 

 

http://shaneschick.com/poetry
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I long to tell you the light   

in your eyes reminds me   

of a snow-covered lamp post   

calling to me in the night,  

to show how such fire   

breathes in me as the world   

  

is lulled to slumber. My cheeks   

warm to brave winter butterflies   

come to kiss me. Between white   

feathers nestling in trees, ice   

dust on grass becoming infinite   

  

mirror shards for light to bounce   

off, there is a world of fiery  

chill, there are hearts that leap   

like pop rock birches in chimneys,  

as mine does, when I think of you.  

  

I’ll hold on to the lamp post; snow   

does not fall alone tonight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  While I 
      
 

By Amélie Robitaille 

Amélie Robitaille is a French Canadian who likes to think of ADHD 

as her superpower. She’s based in Mississauga, Ontario, where she 

publishes Savant-Garde Lit Mag. She holds a B.A. in Media Studies 

and is studying Creative Writing & Publishing at Sheridan College. 

Her work has been published by C&P Quarterly, Headline Poetry & 

Press, and is forthcoming in Crow & Cross Keys. She loves cooking, 

great puns, and cooking up a great pun.   
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He had promised to arrive at 4. 

Now, standing across the street at 3:50, 

His feet refuse to step closer, closer to the shack 

in that house’s backyard, closer to where she is waiting. 

 

The rain is falling, just like what she had predicted. 

The rain drums the roofs, jingles the tree leaves, 

And pats the water-proof coat she had told him to wear. 

The rain, the never-ending rain, rain, rain, rain, rain. 

 

Standing like a statue, like a lost but unafraid kid, he looks can see the light coming 

from her shack’s window. Even with a thin fog forming on the glass, 

He can see her standing beside her bed, gathering her hair into a neat, fishtail braid. 

He wants to go there now, but his shoes feel weighted, lead-filled. 

 

The rain damps the tips of his sleeves exposed below the coat; 

The rain forms into beads at the tip of his hair. 

Surrounded by the cold, his hands ball into fists in his pockets and his legs are stiff. 

The rain, the never-ending rain, rain, rain, rain, rain. 

 

One minute, the shack is a toy house left in the backyard. 

One minute, the shack is a temple on a mountain top. 

She is a young school girl playing with her doll, but after a blink, 

She turns into a goddess wearing shiny robes. 

 

Each raindrop is a mirror, a mirror that reflects his and her figures. 

But when the raindrop splinters against the ground, the two figures don’t split. 

They fuse together, fuse as one, with the rain singing as their choir. 

The rain, the never-ending rain, rain, rain, rain, rain. 

 

The walk across the street looks short, ten steps at most, 

But he feels he is running a marathon. 

He is excited to meet her without the need to hide, 

But he is also nervous. His lungs gasp and his heart beats like a war drum. 

 

The raindrops seem to sizzle and form into steam when landing on his exposed hand. 

The splash as he steps into a puddle floods the grass the way tsunamis destroy cities. 

When she opens the door, he can see water from a shower still sticking on her forehead. 

The rain begins to roar as she lets him in. The rain, the never-ending rain. 

  The 

             
By Zhihui Zou 

Zhihui Zou lives in Southern California. He has published 

a sports novel, and his work has appeared, or is 

forthcoming, in Short Fiction Break, Heavy Feather 

Review, Melbourne Culture Corner, Lanke Review, and 

elsewhere. Anything related to history entertains him. 

During weekends, he likes to play tennis with his friends. 
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The heart was still there.  

Of all the sheds in the street, it was the only one with a heart. Pulling up outside in the parking 

space I’d last parked in two decades before, I could just glimpse the wreath in the narrow 

gap between Numbers 10 and 12. The alley where once I’d chased down the children with 

a super-sized Super Soaker before hallooing straight into an ambush of water-filled builder’s 

buckets. Soaked through to my skin, spitting sand and grit, I’d found myself laughing. But, 

then, Louise had told me I shouldn’t have worn the suit that day.  

“Harry?”  

I wound the window down at the same time as switching off the CD. The B52s had been 

playing quite long enough on the drive out here. I used to stop off on the common on the 

way home, pulling the car off the road so sharply one time to avoid the cows that I’d taken 

off the front bumper. And still I’d let the song play to the end. Lighting up and doing the full 

“Happiness is a cigar called Hamlet” thing when anyone watching would have thought it 

wasn’t happiness at all.  

“Oh, hello, Mrs P.” I smiled at the elderly woman in her cardigan and pinny. Mrs Pritchard was 

the current occupant of Number 10. Been there sixteen years said the self-same internet that 

was so shy when it came to coughing up details about previous occupants.  

“You’ve come about the…”  

Louise would have smirked at my attempt to straighten a tie I wasn’t wearing.  

“The shed,” I said, “yes.” I’d loaded up the back of the car with everything that might 

conceivably be useful for shed-based work. Before, all those years back, I’d have been out 

of the car and fetching the petrol station roses, ready to brandish them at Louise like a bad 

magician. A touch of the old romantics, she’d called it, before giving the few worth 

displaying pride of place on the kitchen table.  

 “It really is very kind of you,” Mrs Pritchard said whilst I juggled power drill and bag and 4 x 2. 

Louise had always been the handy one.  

“Not at all,” I said, slamming the boot, still flinching at the memory of beheading the flowers 

one time. There’d been petals everywhere.   

“It was ever so good of the council to report it…”  

“Oh, it’s nothing.” And it wasn’t. For them. Because they hadn’t reported it.  

   

             
By Mike Hickman 

Mike Hickman (@MikeHicWriter) is a writer from York, England. He has 

written for Off the Rock Productions (stage and audio), including 2018's 

"Not So Funny Now" about Groucho Marx and Erin Fleming. He has 

recently been published in EllipsisZine, the Daily Drunk, Bandit Fiction, 

Nymphs, Flash Fiction Magazine, Brown Bag, and Safe and Sound Press. 

His co-written, completed six-part BBC radio sit com remains 

unproduced but available to interested producers!  
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“I’m still waiting for them to come round and sort the boiler.” We both knew that would have 

been the council’s priority over a manky old shed. I gave her what Louise called the 

snaggle-toothed smile.  

“Ah, well, it’ll be nice to be able to use it again,” Mrs Pritchard said. “I s’pose the hot water’ll 

have to wait.”  

Mrs Pritchard led me towards the familiar front door. Stockinged feet or not – she looked the 

type to insist on stockinged feet – I stayed plumb where I was and did the nod-nod thing at 

my tools and my paint-spattered clothes.  

“I’ll let you round the back.”  

“No, that’s alright.” I shuffled my way up the path, turned right, paused at the gate and, 

without looking, reached through and round to the latch. Mrs Pritchard remarked on how 

most people found the gate such a fiddle. The snaggle-teeth were once again deployed. 

These houses were all the same, I told her. Same front doors, same internal layout, same 

gates. Same sheds, too. Minus any of the householders’ idiosyncratic touches, of course. 

“That old thing on the door, you mean? Oh, I like that.”  

Yes, I told her. So did I.  

“It shouldn’t take too long,” I said. “Just a matter of taking up the old floor – that should stop 

the rot. Keep her safe for a few more years, at least.”  

The stepping stones had gone. I’d once hopped them, blindfolded, playing some deliciously 

difficult kids’ game that an adult of my then serious standing would never have been seen 

dead enjoying.  

Mrs Pritchard offered tea. If she’d suggested coffee, black, two sugars, I might have 

dropped the tools right there.   

I might have said yes to the offer.  

I’d never been much of a coffee drinker before. Or after, come to that.  

Mrs Pritchard’s sandals clopped back into the kitchen via the back door that led to the 

downstairs utility room where Maisie had kept her doll theatre. I put the tools down and 

breathed in the familiar unfamiliarity of the garden. The lavender had gone. So had the little 

bed that Maisie had dug. There’d been an upside-down flowerpot painted with rosy-

cheeked face and freckles. She’d put her sprouting Mohican-haired potato on top so he 

could better catch the rays. And I’d forgotten until this non-lavender-scented moment.  

I had almost left it too long before coming back.  

I put my hand out to the purple-painted wood and remembered the day Louise had said 

she’d paint it and damn the council. I told her I’d help her damn the council, too.  

And, for a time, I had.  

The kettle clicked. I wondered if the kitchen was still painted that vivid green. I remembered 

the day I’d arrived, mid-afternoon, fresh from work, to find Louise up a ladder slapping the 
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paint about. I remembered how that day had ended. I remembered the view out of the 

kitchen window, towards the shed. And the heart that hadn’t been there on my first visit.  

I reached out to touch it. I was here, doing a job, almost legitimately. I was allowed this 

much.  

It was plastic.  

But I was prepared for the eventuality.  

With Mrs Pritchard whistling in the kitchen that, for me, had to stay forever Louise’s green, 

and before I turned my attention to the rotting wood, I opened the bag at my feet and took 

out the fresh wreath I’d bought that morning.   

If nothing else, at least this time I had taken the trouble to stop off at a florist.  
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I walk through saffron scented streets 

In search of kindred embrace, 

But really in search of simple forgiveness 

In hope of quelling amorous fancies, lofty, 

  

But on as I walk 

And see young people smiling  

Amidst the cypress and oak trees too, 

I revel in subdued joy as your reflection haunts 

  

The glazed pond 

Just below that lovers bridge, 

Gilded in cooling tears, frigid 

And entombed in ardor, 

  

But time unconditional  

Gives way to slow fading infatuation. 

Reciprocal some say,  

Never had but longed for, 

  

Deep in gloamings whimsical 

Where on I gave to you 

Momentary respite from broken promises 

And bitter men, ever manipulative, 

  

But on as I walk 

Through sensational streets  

Where flowing robes and peppered aromas consume 

All sense of wanderlust, 

  

Is where I see crystal ending  

Beyond safe options, fleeting and irrelevant, 

For flower sellers look onto me no more, 

And bright skies grow saturated  

  

By my fragility 

As on I walk with little thought  

In search of your scent 

No longer overwhelming, 

  The streets 

    of 
By Anthony Salandy 

Anthony Salandy is a mixed-race poet & writer whose work 

tends to focus on social inequality throughout late-modern 

society. Anthony travels frequently and has spent most of 

his life in Kuwait jostling between the UK & America. 

Anthony's work has been published 98 times. Anthony has 

1 published chapbook titled 'The Great Northern Journey'.  

Twitter/Instagram: @anthony64120   
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Now merely consumed by arcane roads 

Where traders, like lover’s past 

No finality, 

Somewhere amongst the clouded skies of Shiraz. 
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For Sarah 

 
I asked to kiss you 

and you said no, laughing 

as you scampered away 

into the house. Years 

later, I am still asking, 

still leaning in, still grasping 

for that coyote smile, 

those howling eyes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Hard to 

             
By Matthew Andrews 

Matthew J. Andrews is a private investigator and writer who 

lives in Modesto, California. His poetry has appeared or is 

forthcoming in Orange Blossom Review, Funicular 

Magazine, The Inflectionist Review, Red Rock 

Review, Sojourners, Amethyst Review, Kissing Dynamite, 

and Deep Wild Journal, among others. He can be contacted 

at matthewjandrews.com. 
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is socks slipping 

like ballet dancers 

on ice, or flies quietly 

finding escape from  

anxiety in lamp shades. 

Or I’m reminded of your curls 

the day Grandpa brushed 

your elbow, whispering you 

were the prettiest bride. 

Sweet, spiced tea 

stirred counterclockwise, 

sheets already warm 

on your side, or the garden 

tilled while you swirl 

wine. What I mean is 

sunrise and goodnight, has 

the hint of honeymoon, 

opening drawers with scents  

of coconut and lime. I mean seven 

bookmarks on your nightstand, 

twenty-one tabs of how to 

use tahini and chickpeas, 

your journal growing 

dogeared, creased, becoming more 

voluminous. What I mean 

when I call you beautiful 

is a maple with green leaves 

flung up to sun or dew, 

I mean that you  

are fully you. 

 

 

 

  What I Mean When 

I Call You 

             
By Matthew Miller 

Matthew Miller teaches social studies, swings 

tennis rackets, and writes poetry - all hoping to 

create home. He and his wife live beside a 

dilapidating orchard in Indiana, where he tries to 

shape dead trees into playhouses for his four 

boys. His poetry has been featured in River 

Mouth Review, Club Plum Journal, Whale Road 

Review and Ekstasis Magazine.others. Website: 

mattleemiller.wixsite.com/poetry 

 

http://mattleemiller.wixsite.com/poetry
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Every Saturday morning, I get a vanilla latte at Java Joint. Then I find a seat and wait for 

Chris. Spotting him’s easy because he always wears his 2015 World Champion Royals hat, the 

bright-blue one that matches his eyes (and also some of his flannel shirts). Chris isn’t into 

fancy coffees. He prefers a small cup of regular with plenty of refills. His favorite seat’s the 

one next to the free newspapers. Sometimes he reads them; other times he just stares out the 

window. Actually, I don’t know if his name’s Chris. We’ve never spoken. But someday we 

will.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  Whole 

        Love 
By Lori Cramer 

Lori Cramer’s short prose has appeared in Flash Fiction Magazine, 

(mac)ro(mic), MoonPark Review, and Thimble Literary Magazine, 

among others. Her story “Scars” (Fictive Dream, February 2018) was 

nominated for Best Microfiction 2019. Links to her writing can be found 

at https://loricramerfiction.wordpress.com. Twitter: @LCramer29.  

 

https://loricramerfiction.wordpress.com/
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The stained-glass panel in the pub door rattles as it slams shut. Neil scans the room for 

someone with short, curly hair, but sees no one who fits that description.  

 

He walks past the booth where he always sat with his late wife, and takes a seat at the bar.  

 

‘Evening, Gary.’ 

 

‘Usual, mate?’ the barman asks. 

 

‘Yeah, please.’  

 

Neil empties half the pint of Guinness. ‘It’s “the date” tonight,’ he says. It’s been more than a 

year since his wife’s accident, more than ten since he’s been on a date. ‘My sister said she’s 

lovely, but it’s been a while, you know.’  

 

‘I know,’ Gary says. And he does know.  

 

Two hours earlier a woman walked into the pub, ordered a mocha (the pub had recently 

invested in a state-of-the-art coffee machine) and sat down to write. Her memoir. A 

thousand words a day, every day, until it’s done.  

 

Today was a tough day and she knew it would be; writing about receiving her donor heart, 

the one that beats in her chest behind the slash down her torso.    

 

When she finished, she popped to the bathroom and on her return, there was a different 

vibe in the room, but she couldn’t put her finger on what it was.  

 

Neil looks over his shoulder and sees a woman who wasn’t there before, sitting by herself at a 

table next to the window. Short, curly hair. Maybe that’s her.  

 

He goes over. ‘Hello,’ he says, ‘are you Susan?’ 

 

She looks at him. There. He is the change. ‘No,’ she says, ‘but we could pretend?’ 

 

He smiles. ‘Why not?’  

 

  The 
      
 

By Laura Besley 

Laura Besley is a full-time mum to two young boys and squeezes 

her writing time into the bookends of her day. She has recently 

been listed by TSS Publishing as one of the top 50 British and Irish 

Flash Fiction writers with her story ‘On Repeat’ (Reflex Fiction) and 

her story ‘Silenced’ has been nominated for Best Microfiction by 

Emerge Literary Journal. Having lived in The Netherlands, Germany 

and Hong Kong, she now lives in land-locked central England and 

misses the sea. Her flash fiction collection, The Almost Mothers, was 

published in March 2020 and her collection of micro fiction, 

100neHundred, will be published in May 2021. She tweets 

@laurabesley  
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Neil gets refills and places their drinks on the table. ‘Tell me about you,’ he says.  

 

She tells him some of her story. Then he tells her some of his story. They don’t talk about the 

heart or the car crash. Those subjects are too heavy for a first non-date. 

 

His stomach rumbles and they laugh. ‘Fancy some dinner?’ he asks.  

 

‘Thought you’d never ask.’  

 

‘I just need a quick word with the barman.’ 

 

‘Okay,’ she says.  

 

‘Gary,’ Neil says, ‘I didn’t find Susan. If she turns up, can you tell her I’m sorry and buy her a 

drink from me?’ 

 

‘No problem, mate. What’s this woman’s name?’ 

 

‘D’you know what?’ Neil chuckles. ‘I don’t know.’  

 

Gary leans on the bar. ‘It’s Maggie.’ 

 

‘Maggie? Like my Maggie?’  

 

‘Not your Maggie. A different Maggie, and like your sister said: she’s lovely.’  

 

‘You… you knew about this? You and my sister set me up?’ 

 

‘I wouldn’t phrase it like that. We just want you both to be happy.’  

 

Neil turns and sees a woman standing by the door. Not the woman it used to be, but a 

different woman. A woman with colours dancing in her short, curly hair from the sun shining 

through the stained-glass window. A woman who is waiting for him.  

 

‘Thanks, mate,’ Neil says. ‘Gotta go.’   
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The weeks without you go by slow, 

leaving the days to ache, taking up 

their time in my heart, one hour doubling, 

somehow making it to twenty-four until 

there’s only so many days left to wait.  

I’m always waiting, so that leads me 

to writing, to idle hands picking up the pen, 

marking up paper, skin, eyes, and heart, 

from my heart to yours, sharing the spool 

of my consciousness in the only words 

I can find (whatever comes to mind).  

So many changes in a week, so much 

in such small words (all we have), and 

though I forget what I’ve written you, I remember 

it was only a week ago that you first said 

 

“I love you” 

 

and now they are the words 

constantly spilling from my mouth, dashed 

out by my pen, burning up my bones until 

I want to scream them so loud 

that they’ll reach you, without 

a cord I speak into to twist the ties 

of distance, without the ink smearing 

on my hand, without the missed messages 

bouncing between subway walls—nothing 

but my voice being heard 

by your heart, and the air between us, 

shrinking.  

 

  You, Riding the 

              & Me, 

A Thousand  

            Miles Away  
          By Rebecca Ruvinsky 

Rebecca Ruvinsky is a student, poet, and 

emerging writer in Orlando, Florida. She 

has kept a streak of writing a poem every 

day since 2016, with work published or 

forthcoming in Sylvia Magazine, From the 

Farther Trees, Floresta Magazine, 

Overheard Lit, The Remnant Archive, and 

others. She loves baking cookies, 

watching rocket launches, and listening 

to music too loud. She can be found at 

@writeruvinsky.  
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and i am drinking what’s left of the wine 

outside the grey of the sky is cold comfort 

like cucumber slices over the eyes 

 

i am reading paris review— 

the words roll like new coins 

down the slums of my understanding 

 

each breathy syllable 

moves in with the ease of motion 

that only money can offer 

 

the way people talk 

when everywhere they go 

they are granted access 

 

me? it’s my birthday soon 

and i have enough people that 

care about me to know 

more wine is on its way 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  in early December 
By M L Woldman 

M L Woldman is the founder of Austin Poets' Union 

and Editor in Chief of Voluminous Crux Magazine. 

They have appeared in Austin Chronicle, The Daily 

Drunk, and Serotonin, among others. 
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His blue eyes watched me while I slept, gossiped with friends on 

the phone, did math homework, wrote in my diary, and 

experimented with kissing on my oversized plush monkey. An 8X10 

picture torn from a magazine; Leonardo DiCaprio, the new kid on 

“Growing Pains’ had taken over Ralph Macchio’s place in my 

heart as my boyfriend. 

 

Leo was the perfect boyfriend. He was safe, loyal, he would walk me to class, wait for me 

after basketball practice, and always saved me a seat in the cafeteria. My 12 year old brain 

was laser focused on us as a couple and that is why I was surprised to open up that issue of 

Teen Beat magazine to see that he was giving away his teddy bear in a contest. Why not just 

send it to me, his girlfriend? No matter, I was going to win and that would stamp our 

relationship as official.  

 

The ad was small, only taking up half a page. I doubted that most girls would even notice it, 

the bear was essentially mine. That teddy bear hugged tight to Leo’s chin haunted my 

dreams, what would it smell like? Maybe clove cigarettes? I had heard that Leo was 

sophisticated like that. Most definitely it would replace the monkey as my top stuffed animal 

and I was already thinking about how it might be time to move on to french kissing practice 

anyway...who knew when the right moment would arrive and I would be tasked with 

knowing how to do this thing.  

 

I carefully pulled the ad out of the magazine, making sure to not rip it and locked the door 

to my room. Using the utmost care and my very best navy blue glitter gel pen, I printed my 

name and address- obsessing over each letter and number to ensure accuracy and that my 

entry would not be somehow invalidated because of a sloppy zip code. Despite triple 

checking I was worried that I had missed something. 

 

The fact that this was a contest was utterly lost on me. In my mind, this was Leo reaching out 

to me from Beverly Hills. He just wanted to confirm my new address and since I was now in 

middle school, it was important for him to send me that bear to solidify our commitment as a 

couple. Sealing the envelope was an exhausting joy. I took the time to add a touch of 

Malibu Musk to show Leo that I was serious. As I dropped that envelope into the mailbox by 

the bus stop, my stomach sank and my tears welled. I very badly needed to prove all the 

naysayers wrong, I was Leo’s number one. 

 

 Winning Leonardo 

                   

         Teddy Bear 
By Johanna Zablocki 

Johanna Zablocki lives in Colorado with her family 

and teaches by day. By night, she reads all the books 

and writes all the things. 
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Days passed into weeks. I reread that ad from Teen Beat so frequently that the print from it 

started to wear on the edges. It lived in my diary and I studied it before bed in the glow of 

my nightlight. I was comforted by the fact that I had memorized the disclaimer during the 

bleak week when I had misplaced my diary key. A month passed and I then began to worry. 

I decided to take matters into my own hands. That weekend when my mom took us to the 

library, I timidly approached the circulation desk and, “ahem, excuse me?” The woman 

guarding the desk looked up from her novel featuring a very tan man with almost too many 

muscles on the cover. “Could you help me with something?” She sighed, bookmarked her 

page, and smiled, “what is it that I can do for you?” 

 

“Well, I need help finding an address.” 

 

“Sure,” she stepped up to grab a phone book. 

 

“For Leonard DiCaprio. He’s an actor. Lives in Beverly Hills...I think.”  She smiled and very 

subtly rolled her eyes. “Oh honey, wouldn’t we all like to know that information.” Even then I 

knew this was a little creepy. However, I explained my situation and she was all in. The 

librarian motioned me to come around to her side of the counter and pulled down some 

intimidating binders, her red nails a blur as she flipped through the thin pages, squinting at 

the tiny font.  

 

“There,” she pointed to a studio lot address for Warner Brothers, “that’s where “Growing 

Pains” is filmed, so we are close.” She continued to work at a furious pace while looking 

through the white pages filled with fancy addresses. “Nope, that’s as close as it is going to 

get, but I wish you the best of luck in contacting Mr. DiCaprio...let me know when you hear 

from him.” She wrote down the address for Warner Brothers on an index card and I carefully 

tucked it into my backpack, grateful for the lead.  

 

I addressed a new letter to Leo; this time in his attention to the Warner Brothers address. 

 

Dear Leo, 

 I hope that this letter finds you well. You see, I am writing to inquire about the recent 

request regarding the offer of your teddy bear to a deserving girl via Teen Beat magazine. It 

was incredibly generous of you to offer such a treasured gift to give away. I am concerned, 

however, that I have not yet heard from you as to when to expect my package. Any 

information regarding an estimated time of arrival for my bear would be most appreciated. I 

love you so very much. 

 

Yours always, 

Johanna 

 

It wasn’t until the second week of March when the slush greyed in the gutters that I began to 

give up hope; the bear never did arrive in the mail. My heart was broken by DiCaprio’s 

careless promise of a token to a fan. Eventually that wound was healed by time and real 

boys waiting for me between classes, but I would never forget my first true heartbreak and 

forever hold this against the actor. 
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restless dogs, lost or abandoned, wait 

for sunrise when shelter doors open. 

 

barks and whimpers echo, competing  

for the wandering eyes of potential parents. 

 

shepherds, labs, terriers, and boxers peer 

through cold, cramped kennels with you.  

 

your eager tongue kisses passing fingers 

through bars, hoping your love can be enough.  

 

your dirt-caked fur, revealed ribs, splayed paws -  

a glimpse of the battles you’ve fought.  

 

I kneel and offer my palm before opening 

the crate.  Wire door creaks as it swings,  

 

inviting you into my arms.  Beneath black 

and white flecked fur, scabs form on your neck. 

 

Families gawk and giggle at wagging tails.   

Your eyes plead for compassion.  You wiggle 

 

into my heart as your head nuzzles my shoulder. 

I smile.  I have to take you home.  Your cry quiets  

 

as I scribble my signature - a promise  

for homemade meals, cozy beds, a best friend,  

 

sheer love, and not another moment of hurt. 

I carry you away, knowing you will save me, too. 

 

 

 

 

   

        day 
By Makaila Aarin 

Makaila Aarin works as an academic librarian in Mississippi where she lives 

with her three rescue dogs.  She holds degrees in English, library science, 

and education.  Currently, she is pursuing an MFA in creative writing.  Her 

poetry has appeared in Prismatica Magazine, Stone of Madness, Glitch 

Words, Tipping the Scales, Poetically Magazine, and other 

magazines.  Her work is forthcoming in The Rainbow Poems and Sinister 

Wisdom. Find her on Twitter: @makaila_aarin   
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He misses her most in the dead of night when his 

bladder wakes him or the dog barks at the wind or 

he’s startled awake from something he can’t quite 

place. 
 

He always feels for her first, even though he knows 

she isn’t lying next to him. It’s a reflex, one that 

sends a sigh through his body when he remembers 

her side of the bed is empty. It’s most difficult when 

she’s gone so long the pillow stops smelling like her. 
 

When she returns he cooks for her, slicing tomatoes 

from the garden with mozzarella from the 

neighboring farm and balsamic vinegar from her favorite place in the city to start and then 

baking fish and simmering risotto and letting her smile and her laugh settle in his stomach 

amongst the oils and spices. 
 

They enjoy every moment they can together, staying up late into the night wrapped up in 

each other and their favorite music and the constellations they can only seem to find from 

West Virginia. She writes while he paints and bakes bread and occasionally he tries to teach 

her how to play the piano (though she can’t read music) and no matter how long they’ve 

been together, on the last night before she returns to the city they make a list of all the things 

they’ll do when she makes it back to him again. 
 

When she leaves he watches her drive away, having to call the dog back from chasing her 

down the gravel road. He reads the books she brought for him and tends to the garden and 

takes the dog running and sketches the way her hand clutches at his. He fills his days with 

whatever he can and they fall asleep talking on the phone at night, her soft sighs soothing 

him to sleep when he can’t hold her close to him. 
 

It’s around day seven that he starts missing her in his sleep and begins counting down until 

he can see her again, starts planning what he’ll cook and which books they’ll trade and 

how many nights he’ll get to fall asleep holding her once she returns. 
 

                

                You Can 

  Only See From 

        West Virginia 
                   By Melissa Boles 

Melissa Boles is a writer, storyteller, and impatient optimist 

from the Pacific Northwest who recently relocated to 

Tennessee. Her writing focuses on art, mental health, 

love, and the human connection. Melissa has been 

published in The Daily Drunk, Emerge Literary Journal, 

Stone of Madness Press, and at Fanfare and Sexology on 

Medium. Her debut chapbook, We Love in Small Places, 

will be released via ELJ Publications in May 2021. You can 

find her at http://MelissaBoles.org or at @melloftheball.   

 

 

http://melissaboles.org/
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He memorized her long ago, and it’s the late nights when he’s so grateful he did, that he 

can remember how her body presses into his when she sleeps, how her hair curls when she 

lets it air dry after a hot shower, how her calves mold when she’s running. He’s never loved 

anyone the way he loves her. 
 

He knows they’ll grow old together, that one day soon she’ll sell her loft in the city and move 

to the farm, placing her books amongst his on the built-in shelves and splitting the cooking 

with him and planting things she loves in the garden. She’ll read aloud to him under the cool 

West Virginia skies and teach him how to do yoga in the yard and maybe one day he’ll 

finally get her to play the piano. 
 

He just has to hold on until they get there. 
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I searched for him in sunsets and star-lit skies.  I looked for him in the way the sun catches the 

green leaves of trees in summer in Ohio.  Sparkles of light, like a thousand sequins, rippled 

along in the breeze.  I’m a Capricorn.  He’s a Virgo, but our shores would never meet. 

I first saw him on MTV.  I couldn’t have been more than 13 or 14-years old, but I was certain 

that he couldn’t have been much older than I was.  Maybe 16?  That wasn’t much of an 

age difference.  He was possibly within reach.  Anything was possible when the sun shined, 

and my parents saved all year for our beach vacation.  I dreamed of a luxurious tan and 

perfect hair.  When I think of it now, what I really wanted was the California ideal, but Florida 

was closer.  So were the TV and the radio.  In Ohio, they rarely played his songs—only one or 

two—but I’d stand by with my cassette tape recorder and capture that sound—that far-

away call in the dead of Ohio winters—of summer. 

We didn’t have MTV at home, so I’d have to wait for vacation-hotel-cable to see him. His 

wavy, spikey, rock-punk hair, his strong jawline, dreamy eyes, leather jacket, and tight pants 

were imprinted on my memory.  I desperately needed to meet him. 

So, I subscribed to all the teenage magazines, hoping to catch a glimpse of his face—

maybe find news of a fan club or concerts.  I found an address where I could write to him, in 

care of his manager.  It was a timid start to a desperation that grew: 

Dear Martin: 

How are you?  I’m fine.  Hope you’re having fun in Norway.  I love to travel and would love 

to see Norway someday.  In any case, your music and videos are totally awesome.  I’m 

hoping you’ll write to me soon. 

Your fan, 

Melinda. 

I checked the mailbox every day.  Two months later, I received a reply: 

Dear Fan: 

Thank you for your letter.  Martin’s fans mean the world to him.  Due to the great number of 

letters Martin receives on a daily basis, it is impossible to answer them all.  Please know that 

he will personally read your letter when his schedule permits.  In the meantime, I am 

including an autographed poster of Martin in this envelope and a list of his world tour 

concerts.  Martin and I hope you can make it to a concert someday. 

   

            Fan 
By Cecilia Kennedy 

Cecilia Kennedy taught English and Spanish courses in Ohio for 

over 20 years. Currently, she lives in the Greater Seattle area with 

her family. Since 2017, she has been writing and publishing short 

stories (mostly in the horror genre) in literary journals, magazines, 

and anthologies online and in print. The Places We Haunt (Potter’s 

Grove Publishing) is her first short story collection, which was 

released June 30th, and she is the adult beverages columnist for 

The Daily Drunk. She also keeps a blog of her humorous attempts at 

cooking and home repairs: Fixin’ Leaks and 

Leeks: https://fixinleaksnleeksdiy.blog/ 

https://fixinleaksnleeksdiy.blog/
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The form letter was disappointing, but I thought that if he saw a picture of me, he’d fall in 

love with me, and he’d have to write back.  So, I sent another letter to him and included a 

picture.  I waited.  I didn’t get a response.  However, I did have the list of concerts, and there 

happened to be one in Toledo, Ohio in February.  I knew my parents would never let me go. 

In an act of teenage rebellion, I found a daring 4-H friend who took me and a few other 

friends into Toledo in her family’s van.  As far as my parents were concerned, I was having a 

wholesome slumber party filled with late-night TV and pink and red nail polish.  They trusted 

me so much that they didn’t even call to check up on me.  My good friend helped me with 

my hair and makeup.  I also wore a most revealing outfit because I had to catch Martin’s 

attention.  He just had to look at me. 

Of course, our seats were way in the back.  I was jealous of all the other girls up front. They 

were close enough to touch him.  Though the music was loud, I was able to tell my friends 

that all I wanted was to see Martin.  My good, good friends, who knew exactly how to breed 

and show cows, properly mix cake batter, and grow prize-winning corn, also knew how to 

jump start a car, steal from the liquor cabinet, and get me backstage to meet Martin.   

When I saw him coming down the hallway, I knew I had no time to waste.  I ran towards him 

and shouted, “Martin!  I really need to talk to you!  I KNOW we need to be together—

forever!  Please don’t look away!” 

And, he didn’t look away.  Instead, he looked disgusted.  With a cruel sneer, Martin called his 

manager over to say, loud enough for me to hear, “Honestly, I don’t know where they all 

come from.  Idiots!  Don’t they know I’m taken?  I’m MARRIED!” 

I was humiliated, but I was encouraged to discover that this gorgeous rock star was faithful 

to his partner, and that being faithful mattered.  And, I guess then, that’s when I realized 

what I really wanted: to find love and a faithful partner. So, I did—I married someone 

absolutely wonderful—and sometimes, when I close my eyes, I can smell the saltwater of the 

Florida Gulf from my teenage years, when I’d listened to Martin’s songs.  When the summer 

heats up and the glowing, green leaves burst to life, I remember the freshness of my 

youth.  I’d stretched and awakened to guitar strings and drum beats that energized my 

generation.  They are now echoes on YouTube and Wikipedia, but I hear them, still.  I’ve 

remained faithful.  If Martin could see me now, he might be tempted to leave his wife—the 

tenth in a span of 35 years. 
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In second grade, I 

had a crush on a boy 

named Nick. Except I  

  

didn't want him to know, so I  

pulled his chair out from under  

him. And he fell; hard, fast– 

  

like the temps during  

a Midwest pneumonia front. I've  

never been to Chicago, but I  

  

probably should've called 

you back that Tuesday night  

and learned how to boil  

  

hot dogs. And maybe if I 

had stayed at school 

that one break 

  

instead of going Northeast with my 

roommate, we  

never would've met and I  

  

wouldn’t have fallen; fast, hard.  

And been left sick- 

hearted from your 

  

false front. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  I’ve Never 

Been to 

 
By Valerie Frost 

Valerie Frost is a Garden State native. She lives in Central Kentucky 

with her twin three-year-olds. Her poems have appeared in the 

Eastern Iowa Review, Anti-Heroin Chic, Thimble Literary Magazine, 

and elsewhere.   
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Honeyed vision 

hums of crickets join the air. 

Your whistle dances on  

the tip of the sun’s edge.  

Today shall we trek 

into the belly of the cloudlands? 

Wherever we may land, 

I know my voice will meet yours 

and together they will tumble through  

the ears of the prairies and  

the ole running well. 

Oh! How the daylight coos  

when dancing upon  

the blonde strands of your eyebrows. 

As you strum the phone lines,  

I melt into the dawn of a spring day that  

are your fiery hazel eyes. 

Spinning bike tires, the black hills, muddy lakes. 

Diners, train rides, forests, gravel roads. 

Barren fields, worn down roads, the edge of the earth. 

You were there, 

I was home.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

             
By Kelli Lage 

Kelli Lage lives in the Midwest countryside with her husband and 

their dog, Cedar. Lage is currently earning her degree in English 

Education. Lage states she is here to give readers words that 

resonate. 
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For Gabriel 
 

You are sitting in the middle of the rug  

fitting geometric figures over poles, the holes   

  

impossibly small, and yet, you stack them   

to the top with steady hands, oblivious   

  

to the exhilaration in my muscles, my bones,   

in the still between each breath, unaware of   

  

the flare of my heart as I rush past like a tempest   

carrying balloons and streamers, the letters  

  

that will spell out our wish for you in multicolor.  

Deaf to the tune on my tongue, your name  

  

gliding in a crescendo around the room.  

Circles clack against squares. Your giggle comes   

  

to me as air, as water, as earth, your delight  

my lifeblood. Soon, the house will abound    

  

with people, you will burrow in presents,   

and amid the pandemonium, you will be passed   

  

from arm to arm, lips pressed perpetually to your   

cheeks, paper crown balanced atop your head,  

  

king for a day, number one glittering like    

a chest full of spent days just out of reach.   

  

We will sing and eat and commiserate   

the passage of time, and as you totter   

  

around the room I will fit memories over  

the pole of my mind, striving to pinpoint  

  

the exact moment you learned how   

to manipulate shapes with such precision.   
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All were dressed just the same, six of them, you know 

Yet his eyes stayed when he looked at her  

The Garden Café brimming with people  

Gathered to celebrate love 

  

She turned around and saw him smiling  

He knew her secret very well and bowed his head as she passed  

Somewhere a glass chandelier swung, she knew it for her heart     

  

Guests seated, the groom walked and later the bride arrived 

They looked at the wedding rings, heard the vows loud and clear  

Their floating words immediately sought her heart  

  

They were pronounced husband and wife  

She, the bridesmaid and he, the best man  

Call me by your name, she whispered to him  

I’m he and he is me      

Soft music followed. 
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On a road with red and pink houses that welcomed anyone who passed by with heart-

shaped windows and the smell of cherry pie, stood one lonely grey house. Number Six Armor 

street was grand, and grey, and ghostly. Nobody ever saw the old man who walked the 

corridors of Number Six all by himself.  

The neighborhood comity had tried to make him move out of his house or at least tried and 

failed to convince him to let them paint it in red and pink, but he had denied them every 

time they had turned up on his porch with a cherry pie and a bouquet of roses. 

He was the eldest resident of this street and the one who persisted. All the other couples and 

families came and went. They moved in together and left Armor Street in separate cars 

going in the opposite direction.  

All these years, and he was the one who had persisted and resisted.  

You see, when he had bought the house, it had been pink indeed. A girl with a bouquet of 

lilies and hair like strawberries had been holding his hand the first time he had crossed the 

threshold. 

But as the years went by, he had been forced to realize that Armor was not only Cupid with 

wings and golden hair. The god was also armed to the teeth. Bow and arrow, sharp and 

precise weaponry. Armor was ready for a battlefield.  

And so was the man who had stood his ground in Number Six Armor street for sixty years.  

He would not give up the house, not when she had sat on that windowsill reading poetry to 

him, not when she had burnt the kitchen surface trying to make strawberry pie, and not 

when it had been her who had picked out this house.  

She was gone, and so was the pink façade this house had had when she had breathed 

color into his life. No more warm madeleines served with his tea, and no more warm 

Madeleine that drank her berry teas with him. Everything was cold, from the tea to the sheets 

she had slept in.  

A dreadful February sunrise awoke him one particular Sunday morning. Armor street always 

looked like someone had dropped a bucket of red paint and spilled it all over their little 

corner of the world. Today, it was bathed in crimson sunlight that filled every crevice and 

crack in the crumbling bricks of his house it could find. For the first time since Madeleine had 

 Number Six 
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decided to leave him and this world, Number Six shone brightly. It appeared the light grey 

color was a perfect mirror, and it reflected the lovely colors proudly.  

The old man shut the blinds quickly. This house had withered away for the last fifty-eight 

years, had rid itself of its color entirely, and today would not change that in any way. 

He descended the stairs into darkness to grab today’s paper. The front page was always 

ripped into pieces and he would always spend his morning cursing the boy out who stuck his 

precious paper in between the metal slits of his door with such violence.  

No paper today. It was yesterday’s pages he saw instead. He recognized the headlines 

immediately.  

That blasted boy be damned. 

The paper slipped into his hands easily, so easily that it could only mean that at least half of it 

was missing. Dirt spilled from the pages and trickled to the ground bringing some color into 

his house.  

He unfolded the paper slowly. Someone had wrapped a vine in grey pages. Six small 

perfectly pink leaves in the shape of hearts sprung from the stem. He recognized them of 

course. Those vines almost swallowed the house on the opposite side of the street.  

A note on pink paper informed him that his new neighbor had taken the liberty of gifting him 

a vine to brighten up his day. 

The old man had indeed spied the new resident of number five from Madeleine’s favorite 

windowsill; an elderly woman with round cheeks and dark grey hair, the only person that 

lived here by themselves. Not even he did that. He had the shape of Madeleine’s memory to 

accompany him until the day that he would finally pass on.  

For a moment, he let the little plant hover over the bin. Just for a single moment, but he knew 

that she wouldn’t have liked that. No, she would have found a special spot somewhere 

outside to give this lonely plant a home.  

That thought moved his heart by just a fraction of an inch, but it was enough to move his 

feet. He planted the vine with the heart-shaped petals right where Madeleine had liked to 

leave her shape in the dirt beds. She would have liked that little weed.  

It would grow soon, and perhaps it would wind its way up the pipes and crawl up the walls. 

Perhaps it would die as all good things did. It was up to that pink vine. It could devour his 

house with plant armor, and finally allow his neighbors to leave him be. Those vines could 

grow strong and pink in spring.   

Pink could grow over the grey and heal the cracks in the structure. As he looked up into the 

sky to straighten his back, he noticed that the sun had decided to shine its light onto the 

other side of the street. Number Five was gleaming red, and from a window not unlike 
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Madeleine’s, he saw his new neighbor smile softly. Number Six Armor Street had a chance to 

shed its armor after all those years of ghostly greyness. 
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Using a blender, 

to get the right word, 

combination and lock, 

in the sound. 

 

Featuring the greatest, 

hits of your life or, 

my life or, 

our together lives. 

 

Pumping the bass with, 

the iron is no trouble, 

because it echoes, 

our heart whispers. 

 

Loose when at home, 

dance floor paralysis, 

takes hold as that girl, 

approaches. 

 

The one with the, 

captivating third eye, 

not blind to, 

your soul. 

 

The words of the song, 

etched in your mixtape mind, 

as they are on the tombstone of, 

that night. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

That 
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